
 
 
THE INTERNATIONAL NEW MINI MEET AT LOMMEL AND A 

HOLIDAY IN PORT COGOLIN 
 
 



INMM at Lommel and Port Cogolin 
 
Day One – Friday 24th June 2005 
 
The day began with a civilised full English breakfast at Peanut’s Mum’s in Ashford. This gave us plenty of time to 
get to the ferry terminal for our 11.15 crossing. When we got there we met Natalie and Andy (PAA100 on MINI2) 
who we were convoying to The International New Mini Meet at CenterParcs in Lommel with. The ferry crossing was 
over in a flash as we exchanged travel and mini tales with Natalie and Andy over a cup of coffee. In no time at all 
we were heading out of Boulogne on the A16 and pointing towards Calais and Ostend on the first leg of our road 
trip to Lommel. 
 
The trip quickly developed into 
something quite different from our 
normal skirmishes into Europe. First, 
the motorway was very busy with a lot 
of dodging around erratic Belgian 
drivers going on. Secondly, the scenery 
was as dull as ditchwater and a view 
that Belgium was only good for two 
things – beer and Poirot was quickly 
forming in my mind. This view was 
reinforced by the third thing that was 
different from our normal continental 
forays – the toilet / picnic stop. Instead 
of a shady table in a pretty forested 
area, we had to settle for a very stark 
rest stop with toilets that excelled 
themselves for being “even worse than 
any I have seen in the whole of 
Lithuania” as Natalie put it. Having our 
picnic in 35 degrees of brilliant sunshine 
with no shade quickly had us 
overheating. Mind you the minis looked 
good as they too took a well deserved break.  
 

The journey continued but quickly ran into trouble as Antwerp 
proved almost impossible to navigate around. The congestion was 
horrendous and we were going nowhere. Eventually Andy took the 
brave but inspired decision to defy the advice of his sat. nav. and 
start to go the wrong way round the Antwerp ring road. The 
gamble paid off and we were moving again. A little after seven 
and two hours late we all finally staggered into CenterParcs all 
less than enamoured with Belgian roads and their drivers. Peanut, 
our leather chair and I decamped into our excellent chalet in the 
forest, after which we decided we could murder a cup of tea but 
“chose” instead to play the “hunt the matches” game to light the 
stove. An hour later and only after consultation with other chalet 
users, we discovered them wrapped inside a dish cloth! Yes we 
were in Belgium but no, we were not the great detective Poirot! 
Still the tea was lovely but whilst drinking it a disembodied voice 
asked us to move our cars as they were still parked outside in the 

road. One began to suspect that Big Brother was popular with CenterParcs.  
  
After a quick change we headed for the beach party and our first encounter with Belgian beer. Well in truth two 
cans of Stella were consumed first, which meant that Peanut still can’t really tell you what her Leffe Blonde was 
like! I can though and it was gooood! A few Belgian sausages some chicken wings and er meat balls was the 
somewhat improvised but enjoyable supper that we shared – a pleasant enough way to end Day One of our 
Belgian adventure. (Ady) 
 
  

 



Day Two – Saturday 25th June 2005 
 
The day began with a long walk from the chalet to breakfast, which was a buffet affair. This walk was becoming 
tiresome already so we decided to hire some bikes to make our journey easier.  We both found them a bit large for 
our liking, me more so obviously.  So I chose a girl’s bike and Adrian chose a mountain bike as the frame was 
smaller than the standard ones.  Unfortunately he soon discovered that a mountain bike has a mountain biker’s 
saddle! Still, he had a noble stance standing on his pedals for most of our bike riding.   
 

At 12.00 we took part in the mini events that had just started, 
beginning with riding a scooter round a small course.  The next task 
was to steer a radio controlled mini round another course, then we 
could drive a full sized mini round a course with a flat run-flat (try 
saying that after your second leffe blonde).  This was Natalia’s first 
drive of a mini and Andy (or his wallet) might yet regret this! 
Incidentally, the car handled brilliantly while being driven with one 
flat tyre – this was an excellent demonstration of the abilities of run 
flat tyres. Meanwhile, Adrian was pathetically pleased to win some 
Mini sunglasses in the raffle.  
 
It was by now very hot and we thought it would be nice to have a 
swim in the pool, not knowing how hard it would be to find it – 
perhaps locating the swimming pool was some kind of Big Brother 

task! It was far too hot to have to trawl about the way we did looking for the pool and it is beyond me why it needs 
to be so hidden away, so when we did get there we were irritated and desperate for a chilling beer, which another 
hour later we managed to get! The whole rigmarole of changing in the changing rooms ensued, which seems 
perfectly acceptable back in Blighty but so very alien on the continent,  where usually you just dry out by the pool or 
on the beach and worry about nothing more than whether or not the knots are tied right in the hankie on your head. 
(Peanut) 
 

After a brief siesta the 
evening arrived. CenterParcs 
at Lommel have a whole 
pirate theme going on in an 
area called Discovery Bay. As 
a stage set for a Pirate party it 
is truly brilliant and INMM took 
full advantage of it by hiring it 
for a private party for the mini 
gang. Full Pirate costume was 
the dress code for the 
evening and our crew did not 
disappoint. Food and drink fit 
only for the finest Pirates of 
the Caribbean was served 

and in keeping with the whole Big Brother thing that seems 
to emanate from the CenterParcs concept, vouchers had to be obtained to acquire drinks. Our costumes did not 
alas win any prizes, nor did Peanut’s brave capture of the Pirate ship by climbing up the rigging, but RVW was 
mentioned in despatches for his Pirate attire. (Ady) 

 



Day Three – Sunday 26th June 2005 
 
INMM arranged a Mini run through Holland as the 
main event of Sunday. This kicked off at midday so 
a leisurely breakfast was the morning’s 
entertainment. We all gathered in the car park where 
the minis had their own private parking area and 
spent a good half hour or more “ooohing” and 
“aaahing” over each other’s minis. The pace notes 
for the run were in the booklet we all received when 
we first checked in for the mini weekend and to be 
honest they looked very brief and scant of detail. It 
did not bode well when the organisers gave us at 
least six amendments to the pace notes just prior to 
departure. I think Andy had a strong suspicion that 
following the run pace notes might be a fraught 
experience and so decided that for him a successful 
outcome to the day would be to have ice cream at 
one of the stops. 
 
At last we were under way and within half a mile we had entered Holland, within a mile we had to stop for petrol 
and within two miles we had taken our first wrong turn ending up on a cycle path annoying some cyclists. It has to 
be commented upon by the way, that Holland is suffering from a severe epidemic of cyclists. The strain is 
extremely virulent and aggressive and seems to spread by “doubling up” thus blocking a road off completely and 
allowing more cyclists to quickly grow behind them. I think we managed to knock about seven off the road during 
the course of our run but to be honest,  this was a very small dent into what is clearly a very serious contagion in 
Holland. 
 
Anyway, we soon discovered we 
were off route and got back on 
track only to get lost again further 
up the road, only this time we 
went about five miles before 
concluding that something was 
wrong. We turned around and 
finally hooked up with some other 
minis that seemed to know what 
they were doing. Mind you, it was 
at this point that some of the pace 
note amendments kicked in. 
Weird place Holland – some kind 
of suburban nightmare - and 
every village seemed to be having 
a fete on and the amendments 
were to route us around the 
villages where the road through 
had been blocked off. This took 
us along some very sandy tracks 
and as all mini drivers have vivid 
imaginations, we all thought we 
were on the Dakar Rally! 
Following this group, the pace 
notes started to make sense and 
soon we felt confident enough 
about the route to stop for lunch in 
a small village that we went 
through. Chips and satays was a 
very appetising lunch and from 
the fraught start the run was 
turning into a lot of fun. 
 
Lunch over and we were off again and finding the pace notes much easier to follow. This allowed us to look around 
and “take in” what we were seeing. We already knew that Holland is a prosperous country with high living 
standards and that it is densely populated - oh and very flat too. What we now saw as we drove around was the 



manifestation of these facts. Basically, the whole place seemed to be one suburban housing estate after another, 
all much the same, all neat and tidy and all fundamentally characterless. The roads seemed to be built on a grid 
pattern in the American style and the proliferation of speed cameras is the other epidemic that Holland suffers from. 
Clearly some of the cyclists ride very fast. Peanut concluded that she now understood why the Dutch were such 
great travellers, popping up everywhere in their oversized camping vans – it was just so boring to drive in Holland! I 
have already said that Centerparcs feels like the Big Brother House – well with the cameras in every street this felt 
like the Big Brother Garden! 
 

Time for another break and yes ice cream 
was the order of the day – delicious it was 
too. By defining the parameters for a 
successful outcome at the start of the day as 
“having ice cream” Andy had clearly set an 
achievable goal and miraculously our 
perception of the day was now that it was a 
huge success and in truth reflecting upon it 
now, yes the run was a great success and a 
lot of fun. Clearly these civil servants do know 
a thing or two after all. 
 
Back in the Big Brother chalet and after a 
lovely cup of tea we began to plot a break out 
from Centerparcs and decided that if we could 
slip off site unnoticed we would have a real 
meal in a real restaurant. Eersel beckoned 
and the four of us enjoyed a very pleasant 
evening with a good meal, a little wine and a 

lot of amiable chat sorting out the failings of Holland and Belgium. We never did decide exactly how we were going 
to get the mountain into the country! (Ady) 
 
Day Four – Monday 27th June 2005 
 
Our good intentions of an early start were defeated by the previous evening’s socialising.  Andy and Natalia got 
away before eight but sacrificed breakfast to do it, whereas we considered this a step too far.  Having got waylaid 
by conversation with various other MINI2ers, taken our bikes back, walked back to our chalet, then packed up, we 
didn’t manage to leave until about 10.30. Our Autoroute directions from Lommel were excellent and got us on or 
way very smartly, but we had reckoned without road works for practically the whole length of Luxembourg, ending 
in an impressive stationary spell for 20 minutes. 
 
We had been aware for some time that the wheels felt like they needed rebalancing, we thought following from 
having all the wheels taken off and having four new pads and two rear discs fitted.  But having a look at them 
during one stop we discovered a nail firmly embedded in one of the rears. Now was not the time or place to remove 
it, so as it was relatively happy there, we 
decided to keep an eye on it and sort the matter 
when we arrived in Port Cogolin. 110 km 
short of Dijon we realised that not only would we 
not get to the South of France today, but also that 
we wouldn’t get past Dijon until 6.30.  So we 
decided to chance our luck and head for the 
charming overnight stop I have used before 
when travelling from Calais with my Mum.  We 
arrived unannounced a little before 7pm in the 
middle of an impressive electric storm but 
sadly Monsieur was fully booked.  However 
he remembered me and liked our Mini, so he 
rang one of his neighbours who was able to 
accommodate us in a delightful little gite 
by the side of a swimming pool in his 
courtyard.  
 
The little bungalow we had stumbled upon was 
lovely and the glass of rose that our host greeted us with, along with the shower afterwards, was just what was 
required after a hard days tiring and frustrating driving.  After this we had a simple meal at a budget bistro up the 
road and an early night followed to guarantee an early start the next morning. (Peanut) 
 



Day Five – Tuesday 28th June 2005 
 
For once we managed to get up early for a lovely breakfast in the courtyard, and we were ready to leave soon after 
8.30. The drive from Dijon to the apartment was pretty uneventful but we do need more songs on our PDA for 
longish trips! We have discovered another route to the apartment which is a mini run in it and is a much more fun 
and quicker way to finish off the trip.  We take the A57 exit to Toulon and then immediately exit again following the 
signs to La Garde Freinet and St Tropez. This route takes us over some large hills, through La Garde Freinet and 
past Grimaud with a spiffing view of the old chateau perched on its hilltop as we drive past it. 
 

We landed at the apartment just before three and parked CooperBeast in 
the underground garage. We quickly brushed the patio and set up all the 
patio furniture outside and gave the inside a quick clean. We then brought 
CooperBeast up to near the front door and unloaded him and finished our 
unpacking. Taking a leather armchair 1000 miles from Malvern through 
Belgium and down to the south of France is admittedly not what everyone 
thinks of doing but the results were worth it and it looks very handsome in 
its little corner of the apartment. 
 
After the long drive and the mad hour unpacking we decided that we 
deserved a swim. The water was lovely and a welcome respite from the 35 
degree heat we were experiencing. Next it was CooperBeast’s turn for a 
cool down, so we took him to the nearby car wash on the way to Geant 
where we got our supplies for the apartment. He always cleans up well and 
even though there are plenty of minis in the south of France now, he still 
gets a lot of admiring glances and funnily enough they mostly come from 
people in 60 grand BMWs, Porsches and Mercedes! 

 
The day came to an end after a simple but lovely 3 course special in Vega the restaurant just below our apartment. 
(Ady) 
 
Day Six – Wednesday 29th June 2005 
 
On a previous adventure to the south of France Peanut had a particularly successful shopping day and to celebrate 
this, an annual Peanut shopping day was declared. It actually fell on Monday but as we were travelling that day, 
there wasn’t really an opportunity for shopping. Today then, shopping in St Tropez beckoned. 
 
First though we needed to attend to CooperBeast’s back foot. We called in to the tyre repair place near Geant and 
watched with baited breath as the man slowly removed the nail from the tyre. Out it came – over an inch long – and 
no hiss. The man washed the affected area with soapy water – no bubbles! Yes, miraculously the nail had done no 
damage and the shopping trip was safe – no big bill for a new tyre! 
 
Into St Tropez out of the underground car park, across Place des Lices, down the narrow walkway lined with shops 
towards the port and halfway down – bham! “Isn’t this a lovely Versace handbag dahling?” Yes our shopping trips 
can get off to a quick start. I began to think of Andy’s words prior to the mini run in Lommel – “What would be a 
successful outcome for you?” Ice cream rescued that day. “Just the bag, just the bag, no shoes, no shoes” and you 
know what? I had a successful outcome that day! 
 
We picnicked back at the apartment on bread and cheese baguettes and spent the rest of the afternoon swimming 
before having a scrummy barbecue on our terrasse. A walk around to Port Grimaud and a cocktail in La Boheme 
brought day six to a lovely end. (Ady) 
 
Day Seven – Thursday 30th June 2005 
 
We had arranged to see our old friend Phil Mason at around two. Phil is the chap who took us round when we first 
came to the south of France looking for an apartment and in truth the one we have is the very first property he 
showed us! We have stayed friends with Phil and his wife Ros ever since. We had hoped to run up to his new 
home in the hills but unfortunately he was too busy as he was returning to England on Friday. We decided then to 
have a day in the apartment giving it a bit of TLC. 
 
The bedroom shutters are badly rotting and we have some new ones on the way. The paint we already have so we 
decided to make a start by painting the front door. First though I gave the door a good sanding down with the 
sander that came with the apartment! Stage two was the painting – Peanut’s department. A good result but we 



need a new number for the door now. I think a fancy brass plate from a little shop we saw in St Tropez is what we 
need – Friday’s little job methinks. 
 
Phil popped in as arranged and kindly rang Monsieur Le Shutterman for us. That too is looking good for Friday. We 
caught up on news with Phil and exchanged mini stories as he has just bought a classic Mini in racing green with a 
white roof. While chatting to Phil, Paul (minisoopercooper from MINI2) text us to say another four minis had signed 
up for The Great Malvern Run 2005,  which we are organising for August, so we decided to pop to the internet café 
near Port Grimaud to catch up on mini news. First things first and Peanut decided that she deserved a little swim 
after her hard work painting in the morning, so we went to Grimaud beach. 
 
Thirty five degrees it might be, but words like “bracing” and “invigorating” come to mind. You know what I mean – 
when an Englishman adopts the mode of using fine British understatement and such words get used, when he 
really means “bloody freezing” and his head is full of images of emasculated brass monkeys! Oh well, no need for 
an afternoon siesta now – we were far too awake after that swim. We duly went to the internet café, visited MINI2 
and thanked Morty and crew for organising INMM in Belgium. Over 100 cars from all over Europe! Then we 
checked on our run and added the new runners to the list. 47 cars and still a month to go – this is going to be an 
exciting run around Malvern that’s for sure. 
 
We had another barbecue at the apartment – it really is a lovely thing to do and ok so maybe I am looking through 
rose tinted glasses but why not it is a lovely rosé wine that we have with our Barbie. After that we wandered down 
to Baou Baou’s for a drink and to say hello. They are ever so friendly there and it is always fun. We all ended up 
having a dance there with Peanut and me showing off a few of our moves from the jazz jive that we have been 
learning at home. We even had the security man come in to tell us all off for dancing and being too noisy! Yes! It’s 
great to be wild rockers! (Ady) 
 
Day Eight – Friday 1st July 2005 
 
We awoke to a much cooler day with quite a strong wind, 
so decided to head for St Tropez to get a door number for 
the apartment. A quick and easy job but unfortunately it 
takes a few hours for the paint to dry on the Perspex so 
we would have to come back for it later. The traffic was 
heavy going to St Tropez, so we made a mental note to go 
back via the scenic route through Gassin and Ramatuelle. 
 
Back at the apartment we had lunch and bang on time 
Monsieur Le Shutterman arrived and fitted our new 
bedroom shutters. He did a fine job, but it took longer than 
you might think. While I was waiting, I went to Geant and 
bought a mini tripod from a camera shop there – a bargain 
at 10 euros. It is a cute little thing and just what we wanted 
to help keep the camera steady when taking night photos 
etc. Peanut loved it and promptly named it “TriBeast”. 
 
We hadn’t really done much with the day so far so we decided to do a few pictures using TriBeast on the run back 
to St Tropez starting with a shot of CooperBeast posing in front of a windmill. We collected our sign and stopped for  

a beer at a café on 
Les Place des 
Lices and watched 
St Tropez life walk 
by – always 
entertaining! 
 
The day ended 
with a lazy evening 
at the apartment, 
with a barbecue 
and a stroll around 
Port Cogolin trying 
out TriBeast with 
some night shots. 
(Ady) 
 
 

 



Day Nine – Saturday 2nd July 2005 
 
As Peanut slowly woke from her slumbers she was 
staring at the light coming through our newly fitted 
partly open shutters. She noticed that the support 
struts on the two shutters were not level; indeed one 
side was lower than the other by a good inch and a 
half. The conclusion was that Monsieur Le 
Shutterman had hung one of the doors upside down. 
We decided we should put it right before we paint the 
shutters, so we would have to take the shutter down, 
remove the hinges and catch, hang the shutter the 
right way round and reposition the hinges and catch. 
Easy peasy, except that all the screws had fancy 
“star” fastenings, which I did not have the bits for. 
 
Oh well that was me out of bed post haste and after 
a quick walk down to Geant,  I was back with  a full 
set of fancy screw driver heads for our drill. Fantastic 
value too I might add at £3.50 for the whole set. An 
hour later the shutter was hung correctly! Croissants, 
a shower and making a picnic were next. 
 
We went to Grimaud for our picnic, so after a walk round 
the village we ate our picnic on a picnic bench under 
some shady trees in the shadow of the old windmill. This 
was followed by a photo shoot of CooperBeast in 
Grimaud and then a little run out for the mini to 
L’Escalet. 
 
From Grimaud we headed out towards Collobrieres 
before swinging back through Cogolin and then through 
La Croix Valmer before pointing in the direction of St 
Tropez. From this road we picked up the signs for 
L’Escalet and landed at the beach around three. This is 
a lovely journey, though very twisty and perilous in 
places and the views simply outstanding. The beach at 
L’Escalet is one of our favourites and I have written 
about it before in my holiday diaries. Swimming was 
lovely and people watching was the usual good fun. Mind you while on the beach I decided to invest in one of those 
little beach chairs as I noticed a lot of other people with them and they looked comfy.  

 
We headed back via Ramatuelle and Gassin, which 
again is a lovely drive, though in truth we go this 
way as it enables us to completely miss the St 
Tropez traffic. On the way home we stopped first at 
Marines de Gassin, where we got the said beach 
chair as well as a pair of shoes for Peanut and 
second at Geant where we bought two plastic 
chairs for the terrasse and some wine to take back 
home with us. After a couple of years of never 
bothering to bring back any wine for ourselves, it 
has finally dawned on us that a fair saving can be 
made on two bottles of wine per week costing £1.50 
a bottle compared to a fiver a bottle at home. Over 
a year that is over two hundred pounds and that 
might well put the Breitling on my wrist a bit quicker! 
 
The day ended with us on our terrasse enjoying a 
barbecue and congratulating ourselves on buying 

the chairs – a great addition to our outside life. To cap off another lovely day, an old friend who we hadn’t seen for 
a while turned up – a handsome tabby and white pussy cat. We have seen him on many of our previous visits and 
he is lovely and friendly and a little reminder of home. (Ady) 
 



Day Ten – Sunday 3rd July 2005 
 
More often than not Sunday means a trip to the market at Frejus and today was no exception. An early start saw us 
parked up and walking through the chic port area of Frejus towards the market, which is located along the sea front 
at Frejus, by ten o’ clock. We had a pleasant enough mooch and Peanut came away with four new belts – yes four! 
– and a trendy new necklace. In addition, we got a beach bag, which we have come to realise is a very handy item. 
 
We also had a wander along the shops by the sea front and came across a rather nice art shop. The problem we 
have with paintings and artists in the south of France is that they never have a price on their pictures. This more 
than anything puts us off when we look in St Tropez along the port side. However, this shop was different as the 
artist had originals in oil and water colour, limited edition prints, as well as just prints and all with a price on. We 
therefore knew exactly what was what and how much it was. The artist herself was there today and she was very 
helpful without being pushy. She made a good impression on us and marketed herself and her work realistically 
though clearly with one eye on the commercial side of art. Put simply she had not priced her work out of reach of 
the ordinary working man. Often we go for dinner in St Paul de Vence and meander through the passages of the 
old hill top village looking at the art shops there. Lovely work on display but I would need to part exchange the 
Breitling, the Apple G5 and the Mini Ipod to get a piece. As I don’t have any of these items you can kind of see my 
problem! 
 

Anyway, the lady artist had some lovely water 
colours at 140 euros and some at 60 euros. 
The first were one offs and the second were 
limited editions. By this she meant that she 
painted the same water colour a 100 times so 
they were all very similar but all slightly 
different. By repeating the same work she 
could do it quicker and this was reflected in the 
price. Outside on the market they were 
churning out original oil paintings for a bargain 
knock down price and these were mass 
produced prints made in China, which were 
touched up with a bit of oil afterwards – quite 
different from the paintings she had on offer. 
Out came her magnifying glass and she 
showed us what her prints looked like under 
the glass (you could see the pixels) and then 
she showed us her water colours under the 
magnifying glass (no pixels, not even on her 
limited edition water colours). To cut a long 
story short we bought a large print for thirty 
quid as we needed something big for the 
bedroom wall! “Philistine” is the word in my 
mind and probably yours right now! 
 
We left the print, which by the way was of an 
alleyway in Old Grimaud at the shop to collect 
later and then spent a good half hour trying to 
decide where to have lunch. Hot, bothered and 
tired, we finally chose a Thai self serve place, 
which didn’t look promising but was at least 
fairly empty. Well what a find that was! Spring 

rolls, followed by rice with caramelled chicken and Thai sauce chicken and a small pitcher of rose to wash it down 
and all for 19 euros for the two of us. Rejuvenated we were ready for the trip back to the apartment. Buying the 
print had been the easy bit, lugging it a mile back to the car was a bit more difficult to say the least but I have to say 
Peanut rose to the challenge magnificently. 
 
When we got home we had a little siesta, then a swim in the pool before embarking on a little housework. I gave 
the shutters their first coat of paint and hung the new print in the bedroom, while Peanut cleaned the apartment 
from top to bottom. No, let me assure you, this was not odd holiday behaviour – my Mum was landing in France the 
next morning! 
 
After all this hard work, Peanut decided we deserved a meal out so we walked to Marines des Gassin and had a 
meal there. Moules et frites for me and Daube de Boeuf for Peanut. (Ady) 
 



Day Eleven – Monday 4th July 2005 
 
An early start to the day saw us at Nice airport to collect 
my Mum and Anthony who were due to land at 10.15. 
We got there at ten thirty and they were already there, 
suitcases at the ready vaguely wondering where we 
were. Good timing then and we were quickly on the A8 
heading back to Port Grimaud where Mum and Anthony 
had a reservation at Le Suffren Hotel. 
 
They were not actually allowed to check in until after 
two, so we stopped off at Sainte Maxime where we had 
a lovely lunch in the old part of the town. It was quite 
exciting being allowed to take the mini over the bridge at 
Port Grimaud to get to the hotel and we took some 
pictures to celebrate! 
 
We left Mum and Anthony to unpack and rest as they 
had been up since 2.30 am and came back to our 
apartment for a swim. We met up again at 6.00pm for a short walk and a drink in Port Grimaud, then crossed the 
bridge to the restaurant behind Le Suffren for a meal, where we sat inside as it was getting quite breezy by now. 
(Ady)  
 
Day Twelve – Tuesday 5th July 2005 
 
We picked up Mum and Anthony about 10ish and headed up to old Grimaud to get a camera case made for 
Margaret from the leather lady we got our first one from. It was very peaceful up there so we strolled around the 
Chateau ruins and the tried to find the place where our new picture had been painted. We all separated and got 
lost but didn’t manage to find it, and decided to try another day. Then it was back to the apartment for our lunch on 
the terrasse, before heading for l’Escalet beach. 
 

The sea was still quite refreshing when you first got in (i.e. 
seemed pretty cold to me) but we found the best way was to 
rush in and get it over with and it seemed that those who 
stood and thought about it changed their minds.  It wasn’t 
anything like English cold sea, just cold for the Med. and 
probably a consequence of there being a very cold winter in 
this part of the world this year.  We were told that it had 
snowed here this winter which is extremely unusual, and I 
remember seeing pictures of snow on Nice beach, so 
maybe it will take a few more weeks of hot sun to bring the 
sea up to its normal summer temperature.   
 
We left the beach about 4.30 and after dropping off Mum 
and Anthony we went back to Grimaud to collect the camera 
case and on the way to the shop we saw a print for 15 euros 
which I couldn’t resist, and although Adrian couldn’t see a 

home for it, I was determined that at that price we would make a home for it, so we bought it anyway.  As it turned 
out the best place for it was in the toilet, which wasn’t quite what I had envisaged, but it is a gloomy little room and 
it certainly brightens it up!  
 
We bought our barbecue bits from Geant and prepared for our relatively simple evening meal, rounding it off with a 
swift biere in Baou Baou, where Adrian discovered the French version of a shandy – a Monaco consisting of lager, 
lemonade and grenadine and a lovely shade of pinky/red. (Peanut) 
 
 
Day Thirteen – Wednesday 6th July 2005 
 
We made an earlyish start to the day as we had decided to hire a boat for the morning and met Mum and Anthony 
on the bridge at Port Grimaud, where we had already done the paperwork. The first time we hired a boat in the 
South of France, we had no idea of the difficulties of using a rope ladder, but they became apparent when Adrian 
tried to get back into the boat after swimming, so last year when we hired a boat with his Mum and Anthony we 



asked for a wooden ladder, which was a pleasure for all to use. Sadly this time the ladder had apparently been lost, 
so it was a rope ladder or nothing. BE WARNED!  Rope ladders are no joke. 
 
Nonetheless, we set off cheerfully enough, confident that all obstacles could be overcome, and after a brief tour of 
Port Cogolin by sea (we like to see it from the water), we set out for the open sea. I think we must have sailed 
closer to the shore than previously and not been paying proper attention to our surroundings as we found ourselves 
in quite shockingly shallow water on a couple of occasions, only realising when the propeller grated on the rocks 
below! 
 
Our prompt response was to send the more nimble crew members to the foredeck and by doing so lift up the stern 
enough for the propeller to help us at least attempt an escape. This seemed to work – just – although possibly it 
isn’t to be encouraged, and more attention from the start would have been better.  With about an hour to go before 
we were due back we anchored up for a swim, both Adrian and his Mum jumped in and found the water much 
colder than they had anticipated, whilst Anthony and I 
watched from the boat (not so silly!)   
 
Although we were expecting difficulties, nothing could have 
prepared for what lay ahead, as Adrian’s Mum found it quite 
impossible to use the ladder.  But short of fixing a rope 
around her and towing her back, we really had no choice but 
to get her in. After several fruitless attempts, she thought the 
best way was to get aboard feet first, which involved Adrian 
giving what support he could from the water, whilst his Mum 
got her feet on the side of the boat, and Anthony and I 
grabbing what we could reach and pulling.  In my case it was 
an arm – in Anthony’s it was an arm and an ankle.  It must 
have made quite a sight from the beach!  Anthony likened it 
to giving birth, but we did succeed. We had only to get 
Adrian aboard and eventually we managed to drag him out 
of the water too. The biggest problem with all these manoeuvres was that it involved too many people on the same 
side of the boat, and although on the good side, the side of the boat was nearer the water at this point, the down 
side was that the whole vessel was dangerously listing. 
 
After a brief rest we thought we should move on, but managed to flood the engine (as we have done before on 
other trips) by repeated feeble attempts at pull starting by an exhausted swimmer.  So we had another longer rest 
while the engine dried out and the starter gathered his strength, and then, at last, continued our trip. 
 
It was 2.00pm by the time we left the boat, and we were quite hungry by now, so we decided to get a hot chicken 
and some salad for lunch. Adrian and I waited in a café for Gloria and Anthony to go back to their hotel and 
change, and it was as we left that we heard an English voice on the television, announcing the results of the 
Olympic bid.  We had no idea at this point that there was just Paris and London left so we stood to wait, chattering 
away in English to each other as it was announced, then left, somewhat bashful and embarrassed. 
 
The rest of the day seemed quite uneventful after that.  A pleasant lunch at the apartment, a quiet evening meal, 
and never again will I put any faith in a rope ladder. (Peanut) 
 
 
Day Fourteen – Thursday 7th July 2005 
 
Today was the day the TV man was coming to fix something to do with the aerial for free. My grasp of French isn’t 
good enough to understand entirely what the notice posted outside the apartment said, but I recognised the word 
“gratuit” and spoke to the lady in reception, and she put our apartment number on her list and said he would be 
there sometime on Thursday. As it turned out he came at 9.30 and although he didn’t speak much English, we 
understood that there was some kind of free service that we could pick up which included BBC24 and CNN as well 
as a host of French channels.  Adrian got quite excited and hopes that he can use his laptop as a TV next time if he 
takes his TV card with him. 
 
The rest of the day had to be a restful day after yesterday, so we drove to Gigaro beach, which is a place we have 
been to before, but never for a beach day. We have walked in both directions from the beach on other holidays, but 
we had not appreciated the beach for itself until today.  The sand is very soft and probably the best we have yet 
found, with only a very shallow shelf of pebbles before you drop down about a foot to the sea, where this sand 
stretches out under the water as far as you can wade, making it beautiful for bathing.  However today it was quite 
windy and the waves were some of the highest I have ever seen on the Med – not surfing waves, but real breakers. 
 



Adrian didn’t think I would be brave enough to go in, but I surprised him and we both jumped and played in the 
waves, and then had a walk along the beach.  This rough sand filled surf was the best exfoliation treatment you 
could get and my skin was beautifully soft afterwards.   
 
We drove up to Gassin for a meal that evening, always a nice treat. (Peanut) 
 
 
Day Fifteen – Friday 8th July 2005 
 
 

This morning we had to go to Cannes to put what little money 
we still had in the bank to pay our French bills.  As it is quite a 
long drive and the banks shut at 12.30, we made an early start 
and were in Cannes by 10.30.  We split up from Gloria and 
Anthony for about an hour while we did our banking, ordered a 
new cheque book and picked up a new debit card, only to find 
when we had finished that there was a bomb scare in the 
shopping centre under which our car was parked. It didn’t seem 
like the best idea to stand and watch so we mooched about the 
shops, and I discovered that the French have sales in July too, 
but theirs were 50% off so I had to restrain myself as our holiday 
was coming to an end and our money was spent. 
 
Fortunately, although the shopping centre was still closed, they 
opened up the car park, and as it was now almost lunchtime we 

thought we would leave busy Cannes behind and have lunch in Mougins, a small hilltop village not far from 
Cannes, with a reputation for food.  After a short walk round we settled on ‘Les Trois Etages’ for our lunch, where 
they did a superb three course meal for 15 euros each, washed down with a bottle of rose.  It was very relaxed 
lunch, very French and very pleasant. 
 
 
There was a small photography exhibition in the village which we looked at afterwards, featuring some photos of 
Picasso who lived in Mougins for some time, and also a picture we have seen before of Lee Miller and some 
friends having a picnic in the woods near Mougins in the mid 1930s. (Peanut) 
 
 
 
Day Sixteen – Saturday 9th July 2005 
 
 
After what seemed the longest holiday ever, we had now come to the last day. Our first job was to fetch Gloria and 
Anthony’s luggage from their hotel so that they wouldn’t be too burdened on Sunday morning when they moved out 
of their hotel. They did some food shopping at Geant and spent the rest of the day at the apartment. 
 
We thought it would be nice to revisit Gigaro beach where the waves nearly knocked us over before, but when we 
got there it was much more tranquil and although we weren’t exactly disappointed, I think we had been looking 
forward to the waves as they had been before, so after a while we moved on to L’Escalet again, one of our 
favourites, and once more found the same little dip amongst the rocks, just the perfect size for the two of us. We 
had a pleasant drive back to the apartment and arrived just as Gloria and Anthony were getting ready to leave.  We 
decided to meet up for our meal in Vega later, which we did, and had a very pleasant evening meal there, after 
which Mr Vega brought out a selection of liqueurs.  Adrian and Anthony chose Brandy and I had a pear liqueur. 
 
We needed an early night as we were to get up at 2.00am ish to make a start on our journey home, a long but 
uneventful drive back, with no hold-ups, just the gentle chinking of the 22 bottles of wine we had in the back of the 
car.  Enough, we hoped, to last until we go back again in September, which doesn’t seem that far away – well it is 
only six weeks!(Peanut) 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


